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ADAM AND HOLLAND

Steven Parissien

B
oth Robert Adam and Henry Holland came from similarly conventional Palladian 
backgrounds. Adam’s architectural philosophy was clearly heavily influenced by that of 
his father, the architect William Adam; Holland’s view of architecture was largely 
moulded by the radical landscape designer but orthodox Palladian architect Lancelot 

“Capability” Brown. Holland was in architectural partnership with Brown for 12 years, from 
1771 until the time of the latter’s death in 1783; moreover, in 1773 Brown became Holland’s 
father-in-law, Henry having married Bridget Brown.

While the nature of Adam and Holland’s early training did not differ considerably - 
each learned his trade at his fathers’ side - the lessons that Holland learned may well have 
fired his undeniably practical enthusiasm for building materials and the nitty-gritty of con
struction. Perhaps significantly, Henry Holland senior was not, like William Adam, an estab
lished and socially successful architect, but first and foremost a craftsman, Master of the 
Tylers and Bricklayers Company during the 1720s. The experiences Henry junior gained 
from his years in his father’s brickyard were to have considerable bearing on the subsequent 
direction of his practice.

Politically, too, the progress of Adam and Holland was ostensibly similar. Both, for 
example, relied heavily on the influence of leading politicians. However, the widely differing 
political complexion of these patrons was fundamental in ensuring that their careers 
developed along quite different lines. At the end of the 1750s Adam had turned to the 3rd 
Earl of Bute, George Ill’s former tutor, who, having gained control of royal and government 
patronage on the accession of his pupil to the throne in 1760, secured for Adam the post of 
Architect of the King’s Works the following year. In contrast, Holland received many of his 
early commissions from Whigs to whom the anti-party and, as they saw it, dangerously pro- 
monarchical stance of Bute was anathema.

This is not, of course, to say that Holland refused government preferment if it offered 
itself. In 1775 he did secure a Works post from Lord North, Bute’s successor in George Ill’s 
affections; ironically, he lost this post in the anti-corruption governmental reforms initiated 
by the incoming Whig administration of 1782. Thanks to his Whig friends, though, this was 
immediately compensated for by a position as Surveyor to the Bridewell and Bethlehem 
Hospitals. The following year, 1783, Holland’s Whig contacts (which had been recently 
strengthened as a result of his employment as architect of one of the principal centres of 
Whig party intrigue, Brooks’s Club), helped to win him the commission to remodel Carlton 
House for the Prince of Wales. This celebrated appointment was to guarantee the success of 
the rest of Holland’s career.

There is, unfortunately, little documentary evidence of Holland’s personal tastes and 
enthusiasms. Following his death in 1806 his nephew Henry Rowles consigned most of his 
personal papers to the fire. However, we do know that Adam was interested in Holland’s 
work, even to the extent of sketching from memory the house Holland had built for himself 
in Sloane Street as part of his successful Hans Town development.1

Yet, from what documentary evidence does survive of Holland’s works, it is evident that 
while Holland inevitably owed much to Adam’s pervasive influence, his practice was organ
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ised on a different basis. The Adam brothers relied heavily for their success on astute market
ing; in contrast, the shyer and more retiring Holland preferred to ensure that his office, 
though small, was as efficiently and effectively run as possible.2 It is perhaps a testimony to the 
personal nature of Adam’s practice and the professional nature of Holland’s that when Adam 
died in 1792 he left no pupils or followers who can be counted as major forces in architecture 
or design (it is doubtful whether Bonomi qualifies for this category), whereas when Holland 
died, 14 years later, two of the most renowned young arbiters of taste of the day - C. H. 
Tatham and John Soane - had originally learned their trade in his office.

Despite his useful Whig contacts, and his few but lucrative surveyorships, Holland evi
dently preferred to devote the majority of his time to his office. Soane, while he left Holland’s 
office in 1778, clearly derived much of his own strict professionalism from the examples pro
vided by his early training. Indeed elements of Soane’s highly characteristic architectural style 
may also owe their origin to Holland’s influence. For example, Holland’s staircase halls at 
Benham Place, Berkshire, of 1774—75 and Berrington Hall, Herefordshire, of 1778-81, as well 
as the circular vestibule at Holland’s Fetherstonhaugh (now Dover) House in Whitehall of 
1787, were all top-lit by a lantern placed above a shallow dome, in what would now be termed 
a most “Soaneian” manner.

One of the most obvious ways in which Holland departed from Adam’s approach to 
architecture was in the emphasis that he placed on basic building materials and their prac
tical use. Holland was particularly interested in brickwork - a not unnatural enthusiasm given 
his father’s background and expertise, but one that was far removed from the Adams’ rather 
more rarified interests. Perhaps the best illustration of Holland’s disposition lies in his evi
dent passion for white brickwork and, even more obscurely, for white mathematical tiles. 
White bricks could be used to suggest stonework, at a fraction of the price; they were, more
over, far more reliable as masonry materials than the contemporary stuccoes with which the 
Adams were having so much trouble. Since the best white bricks originated in East Anglia - 
the local Suffolk and Essex clays helping to produce bricks of a marvellous creamy tone - by 
the mid-1770s Holland was instructing his agent to arrange for the transport of white bricks 
from Ipswich to London, where they were regularly unloaded at Pimlico.3 His use of these 
high-quality white facing bricks to clad the principal facades of such grand buildings as 
Brooks’s Club and Claremont House, sites where stone would formerly have been considered 
the only appropriate facing material, was daringly novel, and did much to initiate the fashion 
for this most economical of masonry materials.

Holland was also keenly interested in other, more unusual ceramic-based materials. By 
about 1770 he was using glazed pantiles at the Earl of Hillsborough’s Hill Park, Kent,4 while 
at the end of the 1780s he was refacing the principal elevations of Althorp House, Northamp
tonshire, in white mathematical tiles, made for him at King’s Lynn. Demand for these tiles 
was not, as is often alleged, created by the Brick Tax of 1784, since they had been in common 
use since the 17th century. However, Holland’s prominent and well-publicised employment 
of these “brick tiles” in the mid 1780s, to face the original Brighton Pavilion of 1786-87 as 
well as to recase Althorp in 1787-89, did much to promote a revival in their manufacture and 
use.

Holland not only involved himself in the exact choice of facing materials; he also 
expressed an interest in the manner in which the bricks and tiles used on his buildings were 
pointed. He specified, for example, the use of tuck pointing as early as 1767, when working 
with John Crunden at Brooklands in Weybridge, Surrey.5 In addition, according to J. B. Pap- 
worth, he successfully advocated the revival of rammed earth construction (known as pise) for 
use as fireproofing in the construction of rural cottages. (Unsurprisingly, no examples of this 
traditional technique survive.) More predictably, he loved to experiment with differing 
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recipes of scagliola, employing two different mixes, “lapis lazuli” and Siena , at Berrington 
alone. Holland’s interest was by no means limited to finishes. He did much, for example, to 
promote the use of David Hartley’s revolutionary new iron “Fire-Plates”, employing them at 
Al thorp and elsewhere, while helping to compile the celebrated evaluation of this and other 
methods of fire prevention in 1793.

At the same time as expressing pronounced views on the exact types of material to be 
used for his buildings, Holland’s insistence on a high standard of workmanship appears to 
have been rigorous. The very fine quality of the work at the new extension he added to 
Woburn Abbey, Bedfordshire, after 1787, for example, suggests that work on site was strictly 
supervised either by the architect himself or by his assistants. However, in contrast to the 
Adams, Holland’s actual repertoire of decorative elements was deliberately limited. The same 
neo-Classical motifs - guilloche, Greek key and anthemion - appear with great regularity 
throughout most of his works,6 demonstrating that decorative diversity was not Holland’s 
goal, as it was clearly Adam’s.

Whenever monetary considerations were important, Holland’s skill was very apparent. 
Particularly galling to the Adams must have been Holland’s success as a builder-speculator. 
His successful financial ventures, most notably his development of the Hans Town area — built 
after 1777 in a joint venture with his father - contrasted dramatically with the Adams’ spectac
ular, and all too recent, failure at the Adelphi. By the end of the 1780s Holland was even able 
to make personal loans from his own account to prospective patrons in order to secure what 
he hoped would ultimately turn out to be lucrative contracts.7

Holland’s architectural style, particularly that of the 1780s onwards, differed substan
tially from that of the Adams. Horace Walpole’s eulogies of Holland’s Carlton House as a 
building of “August simplicity” whose “taste and propriety” left him astonished are well- 
known: “How sick one shall be after this chaste place”, he declared, “of Mr Adam’s ginger
bread and sippets of embroidery”. And it is certainly true that Holland’s later, neo-Classical 
manner, with its deliberate and powerful use of large, empty wall spaces and its restrained use 
of decoration (what Dorothy Stroud called “the paring away of heavy enrichment”), appears 
decidedly masculine when compared to the busy rhythms of Adam’s interiors. This austere 
approach can perhaps best be seen in Holland’s new corridor at Althorp, which Christopher 
Hussey termed a most “chaste” and “masculine” composition, and in the dairy at Berrington, 
a cool and restrained interior which John Cornforth has recently named as one of the first 
British interiors to betray the direct influence of Louis XVI’s France. Berrington, which was 
built between 1778 and 1781, (interestingly enough some years before Holland’s visit to France 
of 1785) displays many of the characteristics of Holland’s restrained, mature style, notably in 
the use of blank wall space and the comparatively meagre use of gilding, even in such import
ant rooms as the library.8

In many ways Holland’s architecture represents a yearning for the basic simplicities 
of early neo-Palladianism, a trend largely absent from Adam’s works. Colvin has suggested 
that his “elegant and refined” neo-Classicism was meant as a deliberate “alternative to the 
outmoded Palladianism of the mid-18th century”.9 Yet Holland’s background, and in 
particular his long association with Capability Brown, had immersed him in this orthodox 
Palladian tradition. Holland can be seen more as the natural heir of the “outmoded” early 
neo-Palladians than as their nemesis; something that cannot be said of Adam.

Throughout his career Holland constantly sought to combine the latest French neo- 
Classical influences with the English Palladian tradition with which he was wholly familiar. At 
Berrington, for example, the interiors may be surprisingly “French” for their date (1778-81), 
but the plan of the house remains conventionally mid-18th century. It resembles that of 
Claremont, built at the beginning of the 1770s while Holland was still in partnership with 
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Capability Brown. Holland’s astylar Palladianism - even in such a late and internally sophisti
cated work as Southill House, Bedfordshire, of 1796-1800 - strongly recalls the astylar facades 
not only of Taylor and Paine but also of such Palladian pioneers as Burlington and Roger 
Morris. At the Swan Hotel in Bedford of 1792 Holland even made use of a typically early neo- 
Palladian motif: a composition featuring three windows with relieving arches, set in an other
wise unadorned facade.

This is not to say that Holland’s output was always more conventionally Palladian than 
Adam’s. Holland liked, for example, to use segmental vaults and arches; a stylistic preference 
which, again, foreshadows the better-known work of his pupil Soane. And at Woburn, 
Althorp, Broadlands and Southill, Holland firmly rejected the Palladian practice of placing 
the principal rooms on the first floor of a grand house. Instead he sited them, in charac
teristically practical fashion, on the ground floor. At the same time he was also keen to reject 
the traditional Palladian device of a rusticated ground floor or basement.10

Nor did Holland shrink from borrowing from Adam himself. In particular, the forms 
taken by many of his principal rooms - such as the circular library at Benham, the circular 
and lozenge-shaped saloon, eating room and conservatory at Brighton Pavilion, and the 
circular rooms at Carlton House - are distinctly Adamesque, while the debt of Holland’s 
segmentally-vaulted Great Subscription Room at Brooks’s to Adam’s library at Kenwood has 
been frequently noted. However, Holland was far more archaeologically correct than Adam. 
His orders - for example, at Woburn - are always properly Greek, never fanciful. Undoubted
ly, the despatch of his pupil Tatham to acquire Roman fragments and drawings from Italy in 
1794-96 helped him to stay abreast of the latest discoveries.

Holland also borrowed extensively from William Chambers, utilising not only 
Chambers’ orthodox Palladianism but also his Francophilia and his well-known enthusiasm 
for the Chinese style. The Chinese Dairy at Woburn is clearly influenced by the designs in 
Chambers’ Designs of Chinese Buildings of 1757 (as well as by Chambers’ executed buildings in 
Kew Gardens), as is Holland’s early, “Chinese” scheme for Brighton Pavilion and his celebrat
ed Chinese interiors at Carlton House. In many ways Holland can be called the inheritor of 
the Chambers tradition, with its reliance on archaeological correctness, contemporary French 
developments and a healthy eclecticism, rather than the successor to Adam.

However, it is Holland’s rapid assimilation of contemporary French developments 
which provide the most marked difference between him and Adam. Holland took care to 
remain aware of all the latest French fashions, especially after his visit to Paris of 1785. He 
employed the Frenchman Theodore Trecourt in his office, made use of the artist Louis 
Alexandre Delabriere (who had worked with Belanger and other leading neo-Classicists in 
Paris) at Carlton House and Southill, and, most famously, contracted the dealer Dominique 
Daguerre to provide much of the furniture for Carlton House, Brighton Pavilion and 
Althorp.

As we have seen, French influences are evident in Holland’s, work even before his 
Parisian visit of 1785; most notably in the interiors of Berrington, begun in 1778. John 
Cornforth has recently identified some of the most strongly French elements in these in
teriors, such as the linking of door architraves with the overdoors in the entrance hall and the 
naturalistic flower garlands and swags. This was a form of licence which he judges to be 
wholly “outside the Adam tradition”. It is, however, in Carlton House (begun two years 
before his French visit) that Holland’s Francophilia, and thus his departure from the recent
ly-established manner of the Adam brothers, becomes most evident. The Carlton House 
screen, in particular, it has often been remarked, bears a distinct resemblance to those 
screens Holland would have seen sited in front of the Palais Royal and the Hotel de Conde in 
1785.
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Following his visit to Paris, Holland was even more smitten with French taste. Con
temporaries commented on the “French” colours of yellow and blue in which the library at 
Brighton Pavilion and much of Carlton House had been decorated. Lady Spencer’s French 
study at Althorp, remodelled in 1788, featured painted panels by the French artist Pernotin, 
possibly aided by Boileau. And the Drury Lane Theatre, begun in 1792, carried strong echoes 
of the Paris theatres Holland must have seen seven years earlier; indeed a sketch in Holland’s 
hand survives of the Paris Opera itself.

It is important not to exaggerate Holland’s indebtedness to contemporary French 
taste. Not every item of furniture supplied for Holland’s grand houses was French: many of 
the items at Carlton House and elsewhere were designed by Holland himself, while much of 
the furniture at Southill was in fact of British, not French, origin. For much of Holland’s 
career Britain was at war with France — from 1778 until 1783, from 1793 until 1802 and from 
1804 onwards. This inevitably made establishing close, cross-Channel artistic links difficult, 
not to say treasonable. Daguerre and Lignereux opened the London branch of their furni
ture dealership in Piccadilly in 1786, during a brief period of Anglo-French harmony. 
(Daguerre chose to stay in London following the upheavals of 1789.) However, by 1792 it was 
again unwise to express a definite enthusiasm for things French. With the trial and execution 
of Louis XVI in 1793 and the republican regime’s declaration of war against Britain, the per- 
sistendy optimistic Francophilia of those Whigs, led by Charles James Fox, who had long 
grouped themselves around the pordy figurehead of the Prince of Wales, began to appear at 
best inopportune.

Holland was closely connected to the Foxite Whigs and to the Prince’s set. Having 
completed Carlton House, in 1787 Holland remodelled 105 Pall Mall for the Prince’s dis
carded Catholic mistress (and sometime wife) Mrs Fitzherbert. Throughout the 1790s he con
tinued to win commissions from leading radical MPs such as Sheridan (for whom the new 
Drury Lane Theatre was built) and Whitbread (for whom Southill was remodelled after 
1796). Foxites such as these continued to maintain links with those they perceived to be the 
more moderate French reformers for as long as possible. In 1792 Fox was still professing to 
the Commons that “I certainly thought the Revolution of France the greatest event that ever 
happened for the happiness of mankind”, declaring that “if confusions there should ter
minate in the re-establishment of the antient despotism, I shall think it a decisive blow to all 
liberty in Europe, at least for centuries”.11 As late as 1800 Fox and Grey, having seen much of 
their following desert to the government benches, were still regularly calling for peace to be 
made with France.

Holland, justifiably concerned for his practice, ensured he was never too closely identi
fied with such increasingly isolated positions. In this respect he resembles Adam: while he 
built for his Foxite friends during the troubled 1790s, he also, as Adam had done before him, 
designed houses for the more reactionary elements of the royal family (Oatlands in Surrey 
was remodelled for the Duke of York after 1794) as well as for leading members of the 
government (working on commissions for Pitt’s allies Malmesbury in 1796 and Melville in 
1798).

These late commissions, while still betraying much of the astylar Palladian tradition in 
which Holland had been brought up, demonstrated that Holland had come far since the 
early 1770s. And in this, perhaps more than any other factor, Holland’s career provides a 
marked contrast to that of Robert Adam. It has been said of Adam that his personal style, 
once it had been developed and refined in the 1760s, did not change materially for the next 
30 years; if anything, in his last years Adam attempted to turn the clock back to the astylar Pal- 
ladianism of his father. Yet Henry Holland showed that he was able to assimilate new ideas 
and trends even when past his 50th birthday.
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NOTES
1. Soane Museum, Adam sketch entitled “An idea though not correct of Mr Holland’s house”; repro

duced in Dorothy Stroud, Henry Holland, 1966, pl. 21.
2. Two sketchbooks survive, in Tatham and Trecourt’s hands, in the RIBA Drawings Collection, 

H4/10-11.
3. Soane Museum, Holland Correspondence, IV.W.9c, f6.
4. Soane Museum, Holland Price Books, Book 2 fl 2.
5. Ibid. For Holland’s work with Crunden see H.M. Colvin, A Biographical Dictionary of British Architects 

1600-1840,1978, 242, and Stroud, op. cit. 24.
6. See for example RIBA Drawings Collection, H4/11, sketchbook II, f20v and passim.
I. This unusual method of approach helped him to win the £20,000 project for remodelling Althorp. 

See Gervase Jackson-Stops in Country Life, October 1, 1992.
8. John Cornforth, “Berrington Hall, Herefordshire”, Country Life, January 9, 1992.
9. Colvin, 1978, 424.

10. An early sketch for Brooks’s of 1776 includes a rusticated ground floor for the projecting portico; 
this was, however, rejected in favour of ashlar in the executed building.

11. C. J. Fox, ed. Irene Willis, Speeches During the French Revolution, 1924, 30, 382; see also Leslie Mitchell, 
Charles fames Fox and the Disintegration of the Whig Party (1971), ch. 6.
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